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* Analyze visual signs that links to discomforts in infants 
* Detect 

* Visible facial landmarks 
* Occlusions / Covering on facial parts 
* Eye openness 

* Main Contributions 
* Presented a novel computer vision application for neonatal care 
* Proposed a multi-task multi-label loss that accounts for (aleatoric) 

data uncertainty 
* Showed that the model which accounts for data uncertainty 

outperforms other baseline models that do not 

YunInfants Dataset and Labeling Protocols

Landmarks
* centers of eyes
* tip of the noise
* two mouth corners

Occlusions (1/0)

* eye, eyes
* nose
* mouth corners(0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1, 1) (0, 1, 1, 1) (1, 0, 0, 1)

Covering (1/0)

* eye
* nose
* mouth

Eye status

(1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 0) (0, 0, 1)

(0) (1)

open: 1, not open: 0  

* We introduced YunInfants dataset, 19716 images captured by Cubo 
* Contain daytime and night-vision images, varying head positions 
* Age group from 0 to 2

Network Architecture

MobileNetV2  
(100_160)

Experimental Results

Multi-task Loss Functions with Aleatoric Uncer tainty

Number of images in train / val / test: 12850 / 3211 / 3655
train / val / test 

% of occl. eye eyes nose mouth
37 / 38 / 38 21 / 21 / 15 38 / 38 / 32 34 / 35 / 39

% of cover. eye nose mouth
12 / 13 / 13 21 / 21 / 24 34 / 35 / 39

% of eye open 22 / 19 / 20

* Landmark detection provides critical visual cues for other 
tasks and can be used as model’s diagnosis tool 

* Much higher uncertainty revealed in the background pixels 
* Uncertainty map acts as a face detector


